Ancient Philosophy Society

11th Annual Meeting
14-17 April 2011

Utah Valley University
at the Sundance Resort
Sundance, Utah

Call for Papers

Papers in English on any topic in Ancient Greek and Roman Philosophy are invited. Given the pristine natural setting of Sundance Resort, papers on the theme of phusis are particularly welcome. Papers should be kept at a 3,000-word maximum and prepared for blind review. Before submission by email attachment, see full instructions at WWW.ANCIENTPHILOSOPHYSOCIETY.ORG

Submission deadline: Monday 15 November 2010. Decisions will be reported by the end of December. Inquiries and submissions should be directed to SUBMISSIONS@ANCIENTPHILOSOPHYSOCIETY.ORG

Keynote Speakers:

Martha Nussbaum, Ernst Freund Distinguished Service Professor of Law and Ethics, University of Chicago
Walter Brogan, Department of Philosophy, Villanova University

The Ancient Philosophy Society was established to provide a forum for diverse scholarship on ancient Greek and Roman texts. Honoring the richness of the American and European philosophical traditions, the society supports phenomenological, postmodern, Anglo-American, Straussian, hermeneutic, Tübingen School, psychoanalytic, and feminist interpretations of ancient Greek and Roman philosophical and literary works. Within the larger aim of assessing and the meaning and significance of ancient texts, the society is intended to serve as a site for critical engagement among these various schools of interpretation and to encourage creative and rigorous independent readings.